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I.

The observable American situation today calls for narrative
treatment of such themes as alienation, lack of communication,
the search for one's identity, the logical absurdity of existence.

The existentialism of Sartre and the sociological observations of

Riesman are at once the substantiation and the code of the
attitude of writers since the Second World War. Apparently,
man is alienated from God, from any meaning in history, from

any philosophy of purpose. He is ignorant, finite, and fallble.
He is left to his own puny self to work out his destiny. In addition, in America, he is beset by a society that forces upon him
meretricious characteristics of success and a debilitating lack of
communication between himself and his family, friends, and
colleagues. His search is for self-identity, some measure of distinctive individuality, but the search is frantic, ludicrous, and
tragically comic as in the novels of Kerouac and Baldwin, and
the dramas of Kopit and Albee. In a world gone haywire, solidity
and purpose are seemingly impossible.
Out of this cauldron has arisen with some fanfare a small

coterie of writers whose origin is American-Jewish, and their re-

cent capture of the American imagination has now become a
well-established phenomenon. In the beginning, the temporary
fame of the best-seller list had been almost the sole evidence of

this occurrence; more recently, however, some American-Jewish
writers, like Bernard Malamud and especially Saul Bellow, have

had quite a bit of critical attention bestowed upon them. They
are now considered significant figures, representative of their
Jewish origins as well as of American fiction in its totality. Thus
they are important to the American-Jewish community.
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Why Jewish fiction in America has come to reflect the emotions and concerns of the non-Jewish public and of the non-

Jewish scholar and critic has attracted the conjectures of a num-

ber of literary postulators. Two views typify these critical per-

spectives. George P. Ellot's view, woven into his review of
Malamud's The Fixer (New York Times Book Review, September 4, 1966), sees American-Jewish fiction as losing some of its
clannishness, and talking more directly about humanity's crimes

against humanity, without leaving the impression that it is exclusively a Jewish experience. When the Jew is less obviously a

Jew, implies Mr. Ellot, he commends himself more effectively

to a larger public. A Jewish critic, Leslie Fiedler, however,
cannot see how a Jew can escape the mystique of being born into

the tribe. His interpretation of the appeal of these books finds
the fictional Jew as retaining his identity, as representing a

unique past history that flows into contemporary times. And it
is, indeed, because of the special current conditions in America
that this tribal experience metamorphoses the recognizable Jew
of fiction into the "mythic American" (Ramparts, II, Autumn,
1963) .

While no claim can be made that mythic vision is the possession solely of Jewish writers, it is no accident, it seems to me,

that Jack Ludwig (New York Times Book Review, July 17,
1966) exemplifies "fantasy" - the modern form of mythic
legend - by listing Malamud's A New Life, Mailer's An American Dream, and Bellow's Herzog. These works are "attesting to

the richness fantasy contributes to American experience." It will
be noted that all three are works by American-Jewish writers.

These voices cry with the anguish of what is seen, and what
is remembered perhaps willy-milly, of the past, because to the
Jew the past is inescapable. Even Philíp Roth, for example, who
disavows deep Jewish consciousness ("Writing about Jews,"

Commentary, XXXVI, 1963) cannot escape: he has his "Eli,
the Fanatic" story to symbolize the powerful prevalence of the

Jewish past. The fact that there is a past that the American Jew

is related to (even if only to consciously reject it, the rejection is
made over and over again because the past will simply not die,
as Weidman accidentally shows in The Enemy Camp) is a fact
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that represents a modicum, at least, of permanence that the
Jew can offer to his fellowman in a world of flux. He can, of
course, offer much more that is positive and vital, but it is upon
this flow of time into the cantankerous present that some possibility of some sort of redemption rests. What the AmericanJewish writer can contribute to contemporary American literature is a vision beyond absurdity.

This is precisely Bellow's achievement in Herzog. Bellow
looks constantly in three directions. Malcolm Bradley remarks
in an article on B~llow (Critical Quarterly, VII, Autumn 1965)
that "all his fiction has been with the relative status of historical
and environmental determinism," but he is also "attentive to

modern American life." To this may
be added Bellow's consistent concern for the future. From this
immediate conditions of

coalescence of the Jewish past and the American present emerges
the figure of Moses Elkanah Herzog.
Oblique testimony to the magic of Saul Bellow in composing

Herzog may be culled from the memoir of the original of the
protagonist that Maurice Samuel wrote (Midstream, XII, April,
1966). Samuel recounts what he knew of the real-life Moses

Herzog, and his account includes some of the same names as in
the book, several of the most memorable incidents, and references to the same family relationships that Bellow hardly fic-

tionalized. Samuel also compares Bellow's Herzog with James
Joyce's Leopold Bloom in Ulysses, demonstrating similar Jewish
responses to similar environmental stimuli. Yet, what emerges
from Samuel's article is not Bellow's lack of originality, but
rather his overlaying of experience and reality with a touch of
comic fancy and tragic imagination. With deep sympathy and
creative understanding, he sees meaning in the parts and in

whole of the life of Moses Herzog.
First of all, Moses Herzog is a professor of Romantic literature, and Bellow has made this intellectual pursuit into a parallel
life. He is at once the sylvanic Emerson
formulating epigrams out of nature; but he is also like a protagonist in a Poe horror story, narrating the beginning of the
disintegration of his own personality. He is another tumultuous
Byron finding surcease in writing and women; and the perceptive
of his creature's personal
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Coleridge finding bridges among many literatures and minds.

All these strains come together in a series of adventures that are
illogical, absurb, and purposeless, the life of the post-bellum
American.

The only principle of movement in Herzog is movement itself - incessant, frantic, and without purpose. In the narrative

it operates on the planes of both space and time. Spatially, from

the very beginning, the story hurtles headlong from locale to
locale: "He had carried (his) valise from New York to Martha's
Vineyard, but returned from the Vineyard immediately, two

days later he flew to Chicago, and from Chicago he went to a
village in Western Massachusetts" (1). * His lawyer. Sandor
Himelstein, scolds him, "Don't be such a rolling stone, Prof.
Start leading a normal life. Where the hell haven't you been Canada, Chicago, Paris, New York, Massachusetts" (p. 90).
The climax of movement without purpose comes at the looney
sequence in Chicago that bounds with mad inexorabilty from
the acquisition of an old useless gun to do murder to the coincidence of being caught with the weapon in a minor automobile

accident while he is on an outing with June, his little daughter.
All plans and acts are aborted - the murder, the outing, the

showdown with his estranged wife, everything.

Temporally, through alternations of present-time and remembrance of this past in a stream of consciousness, and of pointof-view from third person to first person and back again, Bellow
achieves the feeling, like that of a poem by C. C. Cummings

that the dislocation of the individual's life in our society may
be mirrored in the dislocations of narrative time movement.

There are times we, the reader, don't know where we are or
when, but at that moment neither does Herzog exactly. Time is
kaleidoscopic, disoriented, then suddenly sequential, but the
NOTE: *All page references to Herzog are to the first edition, New York,
Viking Press, 1964, and are included in parentheses in the text. Because of
Bellow's unusual use of punctuation, especially the ellpsis, I have given the

punctuation as found in the original with the exception that my interpolations

of ellpsis are enclosed in square brackets. Italics in all passages quoted herein
are Bellow's.
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cycles of action are not necessarily chronologicaL. Confusion

seems to reign, but out of the chaos of movement emerges the
picture of a pathetic, desperate, chaotic souL.

The desperation is seen mainly through Herzog's dealings with

the people around him. Through the agony of his relationships

with Daisy, Madeleine, his paramours Sono and Ramona (espe-

cially Ramona), the vile Gersbach and the gentle Wily, and
the trusting June, we witness Herzog's desperate attempt to grasp
at something lasting, and his failure to be able to do so is the
source of the pathos in his bungling and, at times, stupidity. Little

by little, we watch his suffering loneliness deepen until he is
bereft, indeed, fearful, of a normal human emotion. "Not able
to stand kindness at this time," he pathetically says to himself

(p. 98); and again, "To tell the truth, I never had it so good,"
he wrote, "but I lacked the strength of character to bear such

joy" (p. 169).

The bottom of his despair is perceived in his incessant letter
writing on all subjects to persons living and dead, finally even

to God Himself. The letters, of course, are never sent, and the
whole business is abortive and tragi-comic. But these letters are
a salutary form of suffering: they are confessionals that relieve
for a moment Herzog's overburdened heart and mind. They give

opportunity for ordered thinking, and some of them are well-

reasoned and erudite. Above all, they are the written word, the
one form of permanence which, to a professor of literature, has
any hope of defeating the fluxional and emphemeral.
Thus it becomes evident that Herzog, sunk in a quagmire of
ludicrousness, looseness, and loneliness, is representational of
the modern American "on the road." The nature of this society,
however, holds out no hope of rescue. Succor must come from
elsewhere, and Bellow never lets his reader forget that Moses
Herzog was a Jew. In this connection with the past, rescue is
conceivable.

II.
Perhaps the best way to understand Moses Herzog as the

archetypal American Jew of his generation is to consider him
as the progeny of the generation of Abraham Cahan's David
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Levinsky. The careers of Levinsky and Moses Herzog's father,
Jonah, while not identical, do have similar major characteristics:
emigration from Eastern Europe to New World; "the desperate
and frightened, but obstinate" fight to make a living (p. 140);
the neglect of religious ritual and law learned in the old home;
the drift to assimilation, not through ideology, but because of
economic necessity and social pressure; finally, memory of what
was lost and the consequent suffering.

Levinsky, unlike Jonah Herzog, became rich, but also came
to learn that money was surprisingly no assurance of happiness.
He looked with much longing at a new "Temple," the City
College of New York - the secular temple of modern learning.
It represented the new freedom, the new learning, the new life.
This Temple stirred him as the vision of the ancient one stirred
his religious fellow immigrants, but it was equally unattainable.
Busy making money, he had to leave that to the next generation.
Though he is completely secularized, there is, however, potent

memory. He is moved by a visit to a synagogue, and in the midst
of bewailing his loneliness and unhappiness, he is ready to trade

all his worldly wealth for the happiness and comfort of his
youthful days in the dark and grimy yeshiva.

Levinsky never marries, but he represents nonetheless the
parent generation that produced the Moses Herzogs of AmericanJewish history - the first generation born on these shores of

the East European immigration. Moses was given the chance

by his father to devote himself to the new Temple (not City
College in his case; but the University of Chicago, indeed more
radical and secular). With the naive pride that made him seemingly better intellectually than the previous generation, Moses,
typically, intoxicatedly shucks off the vestiges of Jewishness. He
craves clothes moderne, having had enough of the other kind.

Though he loves yiddish he prefers to avoid using it (yet is
bothered by Gersbach's misuse of it). .He marries a Jewish girl,
but dívorces her to marry an avant garde convert to Catholicism.
Assimilation seems to be his desperate goal, certain that among
non-J ews like University intellectuals and casual lovers he can
come to belong.
The hope is vain. Throughout the novel, he cannot avoid dis-
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appointment and memory. He meets Nachman, a boyhood pal
from the days in Chicago's Sangamon Street, and Moses recalls

inwardly, "We did play in the street together. I learned the
aleph-bet from your father, Reb Shika" (p. 131). This encoun,.

ter sets off a passage of memory of his late father and mother,
of his brothers and sister in the cold, poverty-stricken circum-

stances of an even earlier period of his boyhood in Napoleon
Street: "My ancient times. Remoter than Egypt. No dawn, the
foggy winters. In the darkness the bulb was lit. The stove was
cold. Papa (with his) bad cough. . . . Napoleon Street, rotten,
toylike, crazy and filthy, riddled, flogged with harsh weather"
(p. 140) . Yet in the middle of these moments of remembered
suffering, Herzog has the vision of himself and his brothers pray-

ing together, "the bootlegger's boys reciting ancient prayers."

The culmination of this introspection is a revaluation inward
and backward, where love and belonging were once: "Here was

a wider range of human feeling than he had ever again been
able to find. The children of the race, by a never-failng miracle,

opened their eyes on one strange world after another, age .after
age, and uttered the same prayer ill each, eagerly loving what

they found. What was wrong with Napoleon Street? thought
Herzog. All he ever wanted was there" (p. 140).

It is this world which holds the possibilities of the reclamation of Moses Herzog, and almost despite himself, the realization evolves in him. He wonders, for example, what wil happen
to his little June when the time comes to "relinquish" her to
the adult world. Will she "become another lustful she-ass? Or a
melancholy beauty like Sarah Herzog (his mother l, destined
to bear children

ignorant of her soul and her soul's God?" (p.

274). Herzog is struck with the sense of loss, not only of his
own past, but of the spirit of his parents, indeed, of the God of
his parents.

With his gift, or curse, of self-examination, - recrimination,
and - evaluation, Herzog sums up: "Herzog's folly! (his
$20,000 derelict in Ludeyville) Monument to his sincere and
loving idiocy, to the unrecognized evils of his character, symbol
of his Jewish struggle for a solid footing in White Anglo-Saxon
Protestant America. . . . What a struggle I waged! - left-
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handed but fierce" (p. 309-10). The end of this soliloquy, silent-

ly intoned in the gloomy decrepit house, symbol of his failure,

amid its beautiful natural surroundings, is: "But enough of
that - here I am. Hineni! How marvelously beautiful it is today."
With this hint at knowledge, that the house symbolizes his

wrecked life, and why it was wrecked, and that a new life may
be about to begin, Bellow's archetype comes to represent the

pendular experience of the American Jew. Originally fervently
religious, then fervently non-religious, he comes to realize that

the only modus viven,di is a swing somewhat back. Herzog and
his generation themselves and on their 'own intellects. They as-

sumed that God became modernized and irrelevant. They
alienated themselves from their spiritual life and their past, and
even from their fellow accursed. Herzog has lived through an
existential crisis, displaying the symptoms of the disease: a
state of intellectual and emotional nausea caused by a sense of
the purposelessness of life; anxiety because he is bereft of divine
or human guidance; fear rising out of alienation; "energizing
despair" that comes from making decisions in the dark without
root or goal. The crisis is over when Bellow has Herzog murmur, "Hineni!", the response that Abraham and Moses uttered

when address by God- "Here I am!"
III.

From the beginning of his story, Herzog seems to have had
intimations that his life is not entirely localized. Discussing (with

himself) the qualities of Ramona, the most human and understanding of his lovers, "he realized suddenly that Ramona had
made herself into a sort of sexual professional (or priestess),"
and he chides himself, "But is that the secret of my vague pilgrimage? Do I see myself to be after long blundering an unreom and Dionysus - an Orphic type?" (p.
17). At this early moment in the narrative, Bellow hints at
what Herzog is really all about: fist, it is the story of a man
who is on the move, but the movement will lurch in a single
cognized son of Sod
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direction, toward some "vague" goal, regardless of stops and
detours; secondly, this pilgrim lives in two traditions - that of

the Bible and that of Western culture; and finally, this pilgrim

is tortured by the possibility that there is something more to
living than the flesh, the mundane, and the tangible.
The metaphor of the "Journey" as pilgrimage is almost as old

as conscious literature. In our century, there are two prototypical works that depend upon this image. One, as noted above,

Maurice Samuel aptly referred to - Joyce's Ulysses; the other
is Eliot's The Waste Land. There is, however, a poem composed
in ancient times also dealing with a fateful journey and is part
of Bellow's (and Herzog's) heritage, Ecclesiastes.
Let us deal with the modern Ulysses first. Despite the evident
similarity of playing fast and loose with consciousness and

reality and despite the fact that both Bloom and Herzog become

pathetically comic characters, there is little to compare them
with regard to the spirit of each. Leopold Bloom is but a passive figure and his journey is but drift. His encounters with things
Jewish or Irish and with ideas or people show little thoughtful-

ness and response. There is hardly any desire to bestir himself
intellectually or emotionally. His dragged-up subconscious in the
Nighttown sequence is Joyce's examination of Bloom's psyche;

it is not Bloom's indulgence in the agony of introspection.
Though he emerges as the voice of reason, he does not make

fateful decisions, and at the end he is as static a character as he
was at the beginning. Bloom is doltish, yet pitiful, Joyce's brilliantly limned representative of the mass of modern hollow men.
Moses Herzog and his counterpart in The Waste Land are of
quite a different order of modern man from Leopold Bloom.
They are thinkers, searchers, and commentators, who consciously undergo the anguish of a journey through the spiritual waste
land of contemporary times. Thus they become the literary progeny of the philosopher-king of ancient Israel, who also undertook a search for the meaning of life in his times.

The impetus of these journeys is despair. There comes a
moment when somehow time and tradition are out of joint, and
the necessity of re-examination courses through the blood. It is
not of an intellectual origin: the impetus is a result of a feeling
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of loss, of detachment from the solidity of the past. Begun in
emotion, however, revaluation is as much a part of the intellect

as of the feelings. All aspects of experience undergo the scrutiny
of a desperate search for constancy.

Each of our spokesmen, Kohelet, Tiereseas of Eliot's The
WaS'fe Land, and Herzog, are found at the beginning of their

journey in Nature. Kohelet is in the fields noting that the "sun
also ariseth, and the sun goeth down, and hasteth to his place
where he ariseth" (I, 4), in a sterile cycle, identical to the
seeming purposelessness of the rivers flowing incessantly to the

sea, but having no effect upon the mass of waters (I, 7).
Tiereseas sadly must admit similarly that "April is the cruelest
month," mocking man's emotional and spiritual sterility with
her season of fructiveness. And the fields of rural Massachusetts
at Ludeyvile lies Moses Herzog: "Late in Spring Herzog had
been overcome by the need to explain, to have it out, to justify,
to put in perspective, to clarify, to make amends. . . . He was
clear enough in April but by the end of May he began to ramble" (p. 2). He found no alleviation in Nature either. "He
looked keenly at everything (birds, roses, the mulberry tree)
but he felt half blind" (p. 2).
Finding no balm in Nature, incessant movement becomes the
chief characteristic of these figures. From Nature, Kohelet wan-

ders into the city of Jerusalem - the ancient prototype of what
Eliot wil call the "Unreal City" (and actually mentions J eru-

salem among the "Unreal Cities" in Part V of The Waste Land).

Kohelet moves among the various classes, the guilds of the
various professions, the rich and the poor, the wise and the
foolish, scrutinizing every aspect of life. Concomitantly, his
mind is in constant flux and his judgments contradict themselves

from verse to verse. From all this, one principle emerges, the
refrain of negation, "Vanity of vanities, all is vanity," and as
substantial as the wind.

In a similar fashion, Bellow symbolizes the decadence of this
century by the casual carnality that characterizes Herzog's love

affairs, by the gulf that exists between Moses and his brothers,
and by his isolation from normal feeling. There is no centerpoint upon which he can focus. He finds no emotion dependable
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nor any value that is substantiaL. Universalizing from his experience, Herzog cries out in one of his innumerable letters:
Are all the traditions useo up, the beliefs done for, the consciousness

of the masses not yet ready for the next development? Is this the full
criss of dissolution? Has the filthy moment come when moral feeling
dies, conscience disintegrates, and respect for liberty, law, public de-

cency, all the rest, collapses in cowardice, decadence, blood? (p. 74).

Later, the feeling of a civilization in the throes of dying is
allied to his own sense of personal decay: "Herzog thought . . .
is this really possible? Have all the traditions, passions, renunciations, virtues, gems, and masterpieces of Hebrew discipline and
all the rest of it - rhetoric, a lot of it, but containing true

facts - brought me to these untidy green sheets and this rippled
mattress? As if anyone cared what he was doing here. As if it
affected the fate of the world in any way" (p. 170).
But there comes the illumined moment in the journey when

the suffering becomes the crucible. Eliot gives us glimpses of
St. Augustine "burning" away his sins as he journeys toward

Carthage and of the journey toward expiation, toward Emmaeus, after the Passion. In Herzog, Sandor Himelstein, coarse

but perspicacious, perceives the torture through which his friend
is going. "When you suffer," he tells Moses, "you really suffer.
You're a real old Jewish type that digs the emotions. I'll give

you that. I understand it. I grew up on Sangamon Street, remember, when a Jew was still a Jew. I know about suffering we're on the same identical network" (p. 84).
Surcease comes to Moses Herzog when, like the Ancient Mariner, he is able at last to utter a prayer: "Dear Ramona, I owe

you a lot. I am fully aware of it. Though I may not be coming
back to New York right away, I intend to keep in touch. Dear
Rachaim olenu . . . Thou King of Death
God! Mercy! My God!

and Life. . .! (p. 304).

After the spiritual turn, both Eliot's Seeker at an abandoned
edifice and Bellow's at the decayed mansion in Ludeyville finally
reach the end of the journey, both at the mythical "chapel perilous." Both edifices are in disrepair, wasted, mouldering, empty,

a haven of the winds and animals. Yet here, the pilgrimage done,
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the barest possibility of redemption becomes discernible. In The
Waste Land, there is the sound of thunder heralding the coming
of the life-giving gust of rain. We do not read in the poem of its

coming, but we do hear the claps of thunder promise it. In
Herzog, Moses finally calls upon the village charwoman to come
into the mansion to sweep out the dirt - obviously a symbolic
act. He thinks:
Whatever had come over him during these last months, the spell, really

seemed to be passing, really going. . . . As he stretched out, he took a
long breath, and then he lay, looking at the mesh of the screen, pulled
loose by vines, and listening to the steady scratching of Mrs. Tuttle's

broom. He wanted to tell her to sprinkle the floor. She was raising too
much dust. In a few minutes he would call down to her, "Damp it
down, Mrs. Tuttle. There's water in the sink." But not just yet. At this
time he had no messages for anyone. Nothing. Not a single word.
(p. 341)
Thus with the same symbols of promise

that Eliot uses - the

broken house to be reconstructed and water promising a new
fructive cycle - Bellow ends Herzog's story.

There is one great difference, however, between these works
that must be pointed out. The Seeker in Eliot's poem is a spec-

tator-narrator, an intermediary only, not a participant in those
actions that represent the decadent civilization. The depth of
the decadence is indicated by the fact that, except for the Seeker,

the others of the dramatis personae of the poem do not know
enough, nor feel deeply enough, about their condition to suffer.
What this social corpus needs, Eliot implies, is a rebuild edifice

of a structured religion, and to this possibility his journey leads.
Herzog, on the other hand, is a participant of life, coalescing and
containing in himself the totality of experience, without surro-

gates. The shattered house at Ludeyville represents his personal,

shattered connection with the sources of love and faith. He is
not only participant and sufferer, he is witness and symbol of
his generation's agony. This is traditionally the role of the Jew
and reflects the character and role of Herzog's ancient literary
ancestor, Kohelet.

There are two types of old-time Jewish sufferers who try to

get back from spiritual exile: the Sedentary Seeker, who sits
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and asks questions of God - that is Job; and the Perambulating
Seeker, who wanders, feels, participates, and questions - that

is Kohelet. For both there is the moment of recognition of man's

limitations co-existent with his finite reiationship to an infinite
Deity. Like Kohelet, Herzog the wanderer finally reasserts a re-

lationship to his God.
There is no question of comparing the endings of Herzog and
Ecclesiastes. Konelet, Iunaamentaiiy a pious man, returns WHOllY

to God. In our apostate age, Herzog cannot be portrayed as do-

ing so without charges of lack of realism or overabundance of
sentimentality. But there is the essential similarity between

Kohelet and Herzog as the Fated Seeker, a man chosen to undergo the pilgrimage of alienation, doubt, loneliness, and eventual
return. 'There is nothing of the sort in either T he Waste Land or

Ulysses: these protagonists take their journeys either by their
own volition or by lack of resistance; they are not driven to it
by an external force, nor do they claim to have been. But in
Ecclesiastes and Herzog, the journey is a predetermined one.
The paradox of the Fated Seeker who wills the Search becomes apparent quite early in Ecclesiastes, within the compass
of a single verse:

And I applied my heart to seek and search out by
wisdom concerning all things that are done
under heaven;

It is a sore task that God hath given to the sons of
men to be exercised therewith.
(1, 13)

The philosopher-king implies, initially, that the journey into
knowledge came out of his own willfulness, that it was his heart
and mind that engendered the idea of the pilgrimage. But the

second half of the very same verse acknowledges that the restless

lust for seeking is a predetermined characteristic of the Godcreated intellect. Nor is this a situation of joy: it is rather, as the
Hebrew states, inyan ra, "a sore task." The search for inner
satisfaction winds through a tortuous drama of suffering. It is
the lot of man, as decreed and authored by God.
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In a letter to one Professor Mermelstein, Herzog speaks of his
suffering, "I know that my suffering, if I may speak of it, has
often been . . . a more extended form of life, a striving for true

wakefulness and an antidote to illusion, and therefore I can
take no moral credit for it" (p. 317). This realization Moses

Herzog takes a long time to come to. He is able finally to objectify his suffering, to become more impersonal about it, to see
that the source of it is outside himself. Consequently, he is able
to revaluate himself as something of more worth than merely to
be buffeted about by others, or even by his own mind. In one
of his last reveries, this one to his dead mother, Herzog concludes:
may turn out to be not such a terrible hopeless fool as everyone, as
you, as I myself suspected. . . . I want to send you, and others, the
I

most loving wish is the only way I have to reach out - out where it

is incomprehensible. I can only pray toward it. So . . . Peace! (p. 326)

The incomprehensible. Herzog realizes that his entire pilgrimage was an encounter with the incomprehensible. In our delimited times, contemporary literature has popularly presented
only one incomprehensible world - the subconscious, the force
external to our will and intelligence which forces us into seemingly conscious decisions. There is much in Herzog that arises
from this inner cosmos as the very first words of the book announce ("If I am out of my mind, it's all right with me, thought
Moses Herzog"), and the ludicrousness of some of his actions
emphasizes his condition. But the achievement of Bellow lies in
his courage to indicate another world of incomprehensibilty,

one that is still operative, that still exudes power. This is the
cosmos beyond mind, time, and space. God.
So Herzog perceives that man is destinated to play with ideas
and decisions and to suffer from the process. It is also his. job

to make the enactment worthwhile. And he does. He will clean
out his Ludeyville mansion and he will invite Ramona to dinner
with him. He will begin again, where all religion and philosophy

must be distilled into, as far as Bellow is concerned: human
relationships. He is ready to effect (in Bradbury's words) "a
new kind of balance (by which he) discards an intellectual
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lienation, intellectual separation" (Critical Quarterly, VII, Autumn, 1965).

In his last letter, Herzog approaches something like Kohelets

fial passionate resignation. It is "to God (that) he jotted
several lines. How my mind has struggled to make coherent
sense. I have not been too good at it. But I have desired to do
your unknowable wil, taking it, and you, without symbols.

Everything of intensest significance. Especially if divested of
me" (p. 325-6). Thus the pilgrimage takes him where tragic

heroes have been, along the awesome precipice of the boundary
of the human finite condition.
In this era when some claim that God is irrelevant anyhow,

perhaps the most important implication of Herzog's spiritual
journey is Bellow's declaration through his protagonist that God

is truly alive; but more, that He cares; and still more that He
pays individual attention. This is truly a vision beyond abs~rdity,
the vision that crowns individual endeavor, though seemingly

ludicrous, with purpose, and suffering, though seemingly useless,
with redemption.
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